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Establish a Cassels-Schmidt-(Benford) theory for natural numbers

1. History. Given two integers g, h ≥ 2, a real number is called a Cassels-Schmidt
(CS) number of the type (g; h) if it is normal to base g but not to base h. The definition is
meaningful only if log g/log h is irrational , i.e. if g and h are (multiplicatively) independent
(because otherwise, some power of g equals a power of h, and normality to base g is
equivalent with normality to base h). I introduced this terminology in the 1980’s since the
existence of CS numbers was first shown in 1959 by Cassels for the type (2;3) , and in
1960 by Schmidt for all independent pairs (g; h), with a generalization to infinite sets of
bases. The theory was expanded by subsequent authors (Kemperman, Pearce and Keane,
Volkmann and others) who proved the existence of CS numbers with specified asymptotic
digit properties to base h.

These proofs were all non-constructive, based on measure theory, until Wagner (1988)
exhibited the first explicit examples of CS numbers for a certain class of pairs (g; h),
expressing them as infinite products. Until now, the CS problem for real numbers has by
no means been exhausted. One of the ultimate goals could be formulated like this:

Generalized CS problem. Given any two possible asymptotic digit pro-
perties relative to the independent bases g and h, respectively, show that there
exist real numbers which possess these two properties simultaneously.

2. Analog for natural numbers. Surprisingly, an analogous theory for natural
numbers seems yet to be missing. Vaguely speaking, the basic problem is this: Given
an independent pair (g; h), letting a natural number n be expanded to both bases (with
non-zero leading digits ek and fℓ ):

(1) n = e0 + e1g + · · ·+ ekgk = f0 + f1h + · · ·+ fℓh
ℓ (0 ≤ ei < g; 0 ≤ fi < h),

what can be said about the relations between the finite digit sequences (e0, . . . , ek) and
(f0, . . . , fℓ) ? Show that they are “asymptotically independent”. More precisely, the
following problems seem to be of interest:

Problem 1. With respect to (1) consider the counting functions
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and the digit frequency g−tuple
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As a point in IRg, the g−tuple pg(n) belongs to the intersection Sg of the unit cube [0, 1]g

and the hyperplane
g−1
∑

j=0

xj = 1.
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(Geometrically, Sg is the (g − 1)−dimensional simplex whose vertices are the unit points
on the g coordinate axes.) Now we let

I = [α0, β0] × · · · × [αg−1, βg−1]

be a g−dimensional interval which intersects the interior of Sg , and analogously define an
h−dimensional interval J. Show that there are integers n for which

(2) pg(n) ∈ I

and

(3) ph(n) ∈ J.

Problem 2. Show that the conditions (2) and (3) are asymptotically independent,
i.e.

#{n ≤ N : (2)}

N
×
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N
∼=
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N

as N tends to infinity.

Problem 3. We call a sequence (a1, a2, . . .) of natural numbers simply normal to
base g if

lim
n→+∞
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.

Furthermore, we call it a simple Cassels-Schmidt (CS) sequence of type (g; h) if it is simply
normal to base g but not to base h. Show that such sequences exist for any independent
pair (g; h).

Problem 4. Call a sequence (a1, a2, . . .) normal to base g if it is simply normal to
each of the bases g, g2, g3, . . . . Generalize Problem 3 to CS sequences of natural numbers,
replacing simple normality by normality.

Problem 5. For any independent pair (g; h) call (a1, a2, . . .) a Cassels-Schmidt-
Benford (CSB) sequence if it is a (strong) Benford sequence to base g but not to base h.
Show that CBS sequences exist and give explicit examples.
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